Creative Scouts
The leading source of inspiration
in the craft and creative sector.

Using your hands to help you relax, learn and think

Creative
Energy
If we follow our intuition, true creative energy will flow. By giving ourselves free
rein, experience supersedes results.

As a leading craft and creative company, we want to rediscover and liberate your
original, elementary vitality. For us, what is important in creativity is not the result,
but that an important source of energy is set free during creative process. This source of creative energy moves people and has an unimagined potential for change.
Be part of this new creative movement and discover your creative energy.

Trends in the sector
New possibilities with trend-setting creative input.

Experiment with the latest materials and colours.

Creative expression inspires new visions and practical ideas for problem
solving. The leading manufacturers in the craft and creative sector regularly
ensure input with contemporary trends. This introduces a continuous flow
of creative ideas that are as easy as pie to implement.

Discover new vistas by using materials and tools unconventionally.
Open your mind to innovative ideas and approaches.
Tap new worlds and experiences freely.

Creative
Wellness

allowing
relaxation
Relaxing and refocusing, allowing
hands and head to interact intuitively.
Creating things is a form of freedom of expression
and allows you to experience a sense of deep relaxation
and satisfaction. Creative well-being restructures old
thinking patterns and effortlessly activates new ideas.

Put everything aside for ten minutes and generate
personal satisfaction by expressing yourself freely.
Enjoy new vigour every day from little creative experiences.

„Creativity accentuates reflection
on essential matters.“
Kurt Lochner, Yoga teacher and Ayurveda therapist

Experience the deeply relaxing effect of being
oblivious to everything else around you.

Creative
Business

developing
success
Achieving corporate success by integrating creative inspiration
Creative ideas are the key resources of the future because they make
the difference. Companies are opening up new paths to success with
modern creative ways of doing things. Exploiting their whole
potential and increasing their competitiveness.

Open up new vistas and strategies to management
Embed sustainable change management with staff

„I am always on the look-out for
new tools for strategy workshops
and I found real inspiration here.“
Michael Pellny, Strategy consultant and director of the Weissman Institut.

Strengthen team building
Inspire people to find new approaches to solve problems

Creative
Education

inspiring
ideas
Personal development by activating your creative powers
Promoting modern creativity opens up space for creative powers and
strengthens individual skills. This new sensation produces selfconfidence and is a basic building block of personal development.

Revive creative possibilities in every individual
Enable new sensory perceptions and capacity for experience
Bring your mind, feelings and body into harmony

„I think creativity is the most
important driving force in life.“
Christian Röhrig, Art teacher and
consultant in promoting creativity in schools

Create your own worlds and experience new aspects of life

As a leading craft and creative company,
we want our products to liberate creative
energies and to move and change people:

Creative Scouts

Verband Hobby-Kreativ e.V.
Brahmsstr. 22
74321 Bietigheim-Bissingen
Telefon: +49 7142 771246
info@creative-scouts.de
www.creative-scouts.de

claudiusbähr-friends.de

Die führenden Impulsgeber
der Hobby- und Kreativbranche.

